The responsible authorities recognised the necessity
of protecting this area against the risk of flooding in
accordance with the updated Sigmaplan and decided to
make the Scheldt quays an attractive part of the city again.
This transformation will take many years and will be one of
Antwerp’s most important urban renewal projects of the
century.

BETWEEN CITY AND RIVER

The city of Antwerp was born on the Scheldt quays. This is
where it developed into a maritime metropolis. The Scheldt
quays are the largest public space in Antwerp, yet during
the last decades they lay somewhat neglected in the city’s
fringe.

BETWEEN CITY AND RIVER

MASTER PLAN SCHELDT QUAYS ANTWERP

BETWEEN CITY AND RIVER

Between city and river tells the story of the master plan and
its genesis.

MASTER PLAN SCHELDT QUAYS ANTWERP

The completion of the Master Plan Scheldt Quays is the
first noticeable result in the preparatory process of this
redevelopment. This plan will serve as a guideline for
everyone who will collaborate on this urban renewal
project in the future.
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I N t r o du c t i o n

Dear reader
Welcome to Antwerp’s Scheldt quays! For decades this was a secluded area
on the border of city and river. In the near future, the quays will become a
prominent spot in the Antwerp cityscape again. The planned transformation
is one of the strategic projects that will considerably enhance the livability
and the appeal of the city on the river in the 21st century.
The history of this spot reads like a fascinating chronicle. This is where the
city was born; from its humble beginnings it grew into a maritime metropolis.
The more recent history of the Scheldt quays is one of neglect and decay,
while this area is Antwerp’s largest public space.

Since the city of Antwerp and the Flemish government signed an agreement of intent in 2005 for the redevelopment of the quays, an impressive
team of specialists from the most diverse fields under the direction of AG
Stadsplanning Antwerpen and Waterwegen en Zeekanaal NV has worked
on the preparation of this project.
An important milestone in the preliminary phase was the completion of
the Master Plan Scheldt Quays, which determines the general framework
for the future redevelopment. Although the operations on site have not
started yet, this master plan can already be called memorable. After all, it
resulted from a high degree of participation by the population of Antwerp.
Consequently, this publication reflects the views of numerous people in
many respects. First of all, it reflects the views of the authors of the master
plan, who drew up an inventive and flexible document that will continue
to prove its added value for many years. But it also reflects the views of the
authorities involved and over 800 inhabitants of Antwerp, who contributed
to the master plan in a creative and constructive manner. Their opinions are
voiced throughout this brochure.
Between city and river tells the story of the master plan and its genesis. It
provides an outline of the structure and the ideas that lie behind this complex
project, which lays the foundations for the future redevelopment works.
Enjoy the read!

PR EFACE

IntRoDUctIon

The responsible authorities recognised the necessity of protecting the city
against the risk of flooding in accordance with the standards of the updated
Sigmaplan, and decided to make the Scheldt quays an attractive urban area
again. This transformation will take many years and will probably be one of
Antwerp’s most high-profile urban renewal projects of the century.
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COVERING THE WATERFRONT
On summer evenings you can watch the sunset from a
bollard. On cold winter afternoons the place can make you
feel like you’re all alone in the world. And yet, the biggest
city in Flanders was born on this very spot.
Antwerp’s Scheldt quays are a world of their own. An
abandoned harbour landscape, a gigantic car park, an
illegal party spot, a refuge and a shelter. A wasteland with
a pretty eventful past and an undefined present. And from
now on with a promising future as well.

I NTRO D U CTI O N
The city and the port of Antwerp developed from the centre
of this 6.8 kilometre long strip. This connection was lost over
the centuries. The intense interaction gradually decreased
until all ties were severed. Nowadays, Antwerp’s largest
public space lies abandoned. This master plan aims to turn
the Scheldt quays into Antwerp’s beating heart again.
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WHY A ReDeVeLoPMent?
If you stroll along the Scheldt quays today, you get a feeling
of desolation and dilapidation. This place is clearly in need of
renovation. However, the planned redevelopment is much
more than mere beautification; there are various urgent reasons that make this intervention a rescue operation as well.

IntRoDUctIon

To start with the most obvious one: the 19th-century quay
wall – better known to the inhabitants of Antwerp as ‘the
blue stone’ – shows stability defects in several places. This
problem needs to be tackled for safety reasons.

BETWEEN CITY AND RIVER
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A second reason for redevelopment is the danger of flooding.
The 1976 storm surge proved how vulnerable Antwerp is to
flooding due to its location at the mouth of the Scheldt river.
Global warming makes the city more vulnerable than ever
to the river’s fluctuations. A rising sea level and an increasing
number of storms from the North Sea may have disastrous
consequences extending far inland.

In response to the 1976 flood disaster, the Flemish
government developed the Sigmaplan, which aims
to protect the Scheldt estuary against similar floods.
Within this scope, the current flood protection wall
was built along the Antwerp Scheldt quays, the
embankments were raised and flood control areas
were created.
In 2005 new insights resulted in an update of the
original Sigmaplan. According to recent calculations,
the current 1.35-metre-high flood protection wall in
Antwerp should be raised by 90 centimetres to protect
the city against storm surges in the future. This would
raise it 2.25 metres above the current ‘blue stone’. A
logical step would be to raise the existing concrete
flood protection wall. But this would create an impassable physical barrier between the city and the river.

“Our current Scheldt quays are
the most beautiful car park in
Europe.”

This brings us to the third reason for the redevelopment:
the creation of an attractive public space. The city of

Ironically, it is this empty space which attracts ever more
city dwellers to the quays to relax after a stressful day
or to walk the dog. We want to foster this character so
that the quays remain an inviting refuge where we can
daydream on the waterfront.

IntRoDUctIon

The Flemish government and the waterway management
agency Waterwegen en Zeekanaal NV, which is responsible for the implementation of the Sigmaplan, therefore
sought alternatives that restore the safety, yet also reestablish the connection between the city and the river.
The raised flood protection needs to be integrated with
the quay landscape so that the area is reconnected to the
city and becomes an appealing place to relax and get a
breath of fresh air.

Antwerp saw the necessary infrastructure works as an
opportunity to renew the neglected quay area. This was
indeed a compelling issue. In their current state the quays
are an undefined interstitial space, a zone which has lost
its original function and is now used as an oversized car
and bus park. The harbour activities for which this area
was originally created moved northward, away from the
city. The warehouses, railway tracks, bollards and cranes
stayed behind as witnesses of this past. Between them
appeared car parks, motorhomes and a handful of restaurants. And a lot of empty space.
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tHe QUAYS In PeRSPectIVe
To gain a clear insight into the plans for the future of the
quays we need to look back for a moment. How did this
area decay into a no man’s land? And what does it mean
to us today?

IntRoDUctIon

Put in the wider context of the history of the city of Antwerp, the current quays on the right bank of the river
Scheldt are in fact not very old. They were created, in two
major stages, in the 19th century.

BETWEEN CITY AND RIVER
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If we go further back in time, the port of Antwerp’s wharf
developed from a rugged riverbank with four inner harbours or inlets penetrating deep into the city and a series
of piers projecting into the river. Picturesque, but they had
one major disadvantage: the harbour activities depended
completely on the tides. When the tide was out, all vessels
were stuck in the mud.
Until the 19th century, a spit of land called de Werf extended
far into the Scheldt river near Steen castle. This was the
very origin of the port of Antwerp: in the Middle Ages a
trading settlement was founded here which grew into an
international port in the 16th century. However, religious
and political unrest, the secession of the northern Netherlands and the blockade of the river Scheldt brought
this growth to a standstill. Antwerp would never again
experience such a golden age.
Unless perhaps in the 19th century... Napoleon Bonaparte’s
visit to Antwerp in 1803 had far-reaching consequences.
Bonaparte was aware of the port’s strategic importance
for his expansionist plans and he ordered the construction
of two docks in the north, outside the city boundaries: le
petit bassin and le grand bassin, the current Bonaparte and
Willem docks. The docks are connected to the Scheldt river
by means of a lock. This laid the foundation of the modern
port of Antwerp: a network of docks that do not depend
on the tides thanks to a system of locks. This northward
movement of the harbour also initiated an evolution that
would eventually result in the actual separation of the
harbour and the city.
During the rule of Napoleon Bonaparte the quays were
also straightened for the first time. The vestiges of the
14th-century city walls along the wharf were demolished
and all inlets were bridged, so that a promenade was
military map of the city of Antwerp and
environment, anonymous, 1873

In the 20th century, the disconnection between the city
and the harbour continued. The Antwerp metropolis kept
on growing away from the river, while new docks were
constructed further and further to the north of the city.
Especially after the Second World War, the modern port of
Antwerp experienced a huge expansion, partly thanks to
the Marshall Plan – a United States programme to rebuild
Western Europe through economic aid. Thanks to the TenYear Plan, which sacrificed a number of polder villages
to a large-scale port extension up to the Dutch border,
Antwerp ranked among the world’s largest container and
petrochemical ports. This also was the final blow for the
Scheldt quays as a harbour area. Ocean-going vessels
reached the quays less and less, and the activity in and

between the warehouses came to a standstill. Eventually
the quays became a wasteland, structurally cut off from
the inner city by a 19th-century harbour fence and a 20thcentury concrete flood protection wall. The northern harbour districts of Het Eilandje and Het Zuid, the area around
the Zuiderdokken docks which had been filled in in 1969,
were impacted as well.
As from the late 1970s the tide seemed to be turning. The
post-war urban flight gradually came to an end. Creative
entrepreneurs and property developers discovered the
unoccupied buildings along the quay road. The Antwerp
waterfront once again became very popular among new
inhabitants. Nowadays, the façades along the Scheldt quays
can be read as a sampling of the architectural trends of the
last decades. Yet the area across the road still lies abandoned.
Any historical account of the Scheldt quays would be incomplete without mention of Stad aan de Stroom (i.e. The City
and the River), a think tank that, around 1990, launched an
international urban development competition concerning the areas of Het Eilandje, the quays and Nieuw Zuid.
This resulted in promising visions of the future, but in the
absence of a broad political base the plans came to nothing.
However, the ideas of Stad aan de Stroom continued to
mature. Nowadays, the development of Nieuw Zuid again
receives attention and the renewal of Het Eilandje is on track.
What remains is the strip connecting these two new centres
of growth: the Scheldt quays.

“Make sure you can drop hints
about the history in the design,
make room for a ‘story of
Antwerp’s past’.”

IntRoDUctIon

created on the waterfront where the bourgeoisie liked to
parade. At the same time, city architect Pierre Bourla had
a bluestone quay wall constructed to fence off the soggy
riverbank: the ‘blue stone’. During the 19th century Antwerp experienced an economic boom and a population
explosion. This development was driven by the dynamics
of the industrial revolution and the abolition of the toll
levied on ships navigating the Scheldt river, which had
constituted a considerable obstacle to the expansion of
the harbour since the secession of the northern Netherlands in 1585. By the end of the century the harbour facilities no longer met the needs of the increasing maritime
traffic. A government-appointed research committee then
gave the go-ahead for the second straightening of the
quays. The width of the river Scheldt became 350 metres,
all inlets were filled in and a quay strip of 3.5 kilometres
long and 100 metres wide was cleared. A quay wall was
built along this strip. However, the whole operation came
at a high social cost: de Werf – where the Antwerp harbour
had come into being – was completely dug up, and the
Burchtwijk area, the mediaeval town centre, was razed
to the ground. Only Steen castle was spared. Moreover,
the entire quay area was closed off hermetically due to
customs regulations, as a result of which the inhabitants
of Antwerp could no longer get to the river. By way of
compensation they got two lovely raised terraces, which
became their window onto the world. Every time a ship
from some distant land moored, the whole city flocked
together to watch the loading and unloading of the most
exotic cargoes.
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A SHAReD FUtURe
The Scheldt quays are quite a complex matter if you take
into account property right, the numerous programme
claims and the broader urban development context of
Antwerp. This complexity cannot be brushed aside just
like that, since it is rooted in history.

IntRoDUctIon

The land is owned by the Flemish Region. The stabilisation of the quay wall and the works relating to the
flood protection are a regional matter that falls within
the competence of Waterwegen en Zeekanaal NV, the
external agency responsible for managing the Flemish
navigable waterways and their adjacent grounds in central
and western Flanders.

BETWEEN CITY AND RIVER
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As concessionaire, the city of Antwerp is the owner of
all infrastructure and installations located on the quays.
It is the competent authority for the area’s spatial planning and it is also responsible for the design of the public
domain. The city has entrusted the direction of the planning and execution of the works concerning the quays
to the autonomous city planning agency Autonoom
Gemeentebedrijf Stadsplanning Antwerpen, which is
responsible for an area-specific approach within a number
of strategic urban areas.
In addition, there’s the population of Antwerp itself
to consider. As has already been mentioned, this spot
has always been closely connected with the fortunes of
the inhabitants of the city. They still feel closely associated with the fate of ‘their’ quays – even the newcomers.
Consequently, the Scheldt quays are much more than a
geographically delineated area; they evoke emotions:
an irrational connection with water and clear skies, with
history and roots.
The master plan that is currently tabled is therefore the
result of a particular synergy between these three parties – the Flemish government, the city of Antwerp and
the inhabitants of Antwerp. They all have contributed to
the success of this participation project, which in turn has
resulted in a broad basis for the master plan to redevelop
the quays.

DRAWInG UP tHe GeneRAL
FRAMeWoRK
The design of the master plan was entrusted to a partnership between the Portuguese landscape architects of
PROAP, the Flemish architects of WIT Architecten and the
Italian consulting firms d-recta and Idroesse. This team
was selected in consultation with the Flemish Government Architect on the basis of an international design
competition. The upcoming renewal operation will be
based on the master plan they designed. It determines
the general framework for everything that will be done
on and around the quays over the coming decades. The
plan offers an overall vision that will take shape in concrete
subplans later on.
The development of the master plan is a good example of
transparent collaboration and communication between
the commissioning authorities, the designers and the
population of Antwerp. Thanks to the participation and
communication process that accompanied the design of
the master plan, the people of Antwerp were involved in
the entire process at an early stage. They got the opportunity to provide feedback with regard to the draft master
plan. The designers took into account the dreams and
complaints of the citizens of Antwerp when drawing up
the final version of the plan, which was presented at the
start of 2010. Later on we will return in detail to this close
collaboration between the government, designers and
citizens, which met with a great deal of public recognition
as a successful participation initiative.
Yet for the most part this publication deals with the master plan itself. What is a master plan? What is it not? How
should you read such a plan? And what will be the next
step? It is a complex story in which numerous and diverse
elements come together, such as history and cohesion,
safety, environmental management, spatial planning,
figures, mobility and communication. As the sum of all
these elements, the master plan for the Scheldt quays lays
the foundations for a varied yet focused plan that will be
implemented over the coming decades.

“Keep the quays public and open.
Don’t turn them into
a theme park.”

tHe ScHeLDt QUAYS
LOCATION
right bank of the Scheldt river, bounded
by the Royerssluis lock in the north and the
Hobokense Polder nature reserve in the south
DIMENSIONS
6.8 km long and approx 100 m wide
CONSTRUCTION OF THE QUAYS
end of the 19th century
OLD FLOOD PROTECTION WALL
construction: 1978
height: 1.35 m
type: wall
IntRoDUctIon

NEW FLOOD PROTECTION
height: 2.25 m
type: integrated into the public space
(embankment, slope, park, mobile flood
protection wall…)
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‘THE QUAYS WILL BE OURS AGAIN’
The importance of the redevelopment of the quay area for a city such as
Antwerp cannot be overrated. This operation not only plays a crucial part
in the climatically determined safety aspect, but also in the overall spatial
development of Antwerp. After all, the renewal of the Scheldt quays is one of
the priority projects that should result in the implementation of the strategic
Spatial Structure Plan for Antwerp.
To bring such a complex and long-term key project to a favourable conclusion, an optimum collaboration between the various government partners is
not the only basic requirement. In addition, it needs to be widely supported
by the population, who will be confronted with works on and around the
quays nearly every day over the next decades.

TH E C ITI Z E N ’ S CO NTR I B UTI O N
It was therefore decided already at an early stage to link the design of the
master plan to a communication and participation process which was to
involve local inhabitants and quay users in the redevelopment plans in a
variety of ways. This was not self-evident, but as it turned out it did produce
the desired positive results. The people of Antwerp indicated that they want
to be involved in the renewal, reflected, debated about the master plan and
are now looking forward to the next steps in the process.
The participation process which has thus far been completed in connection
with the redevelopment of the Scheldt quays is generally accredited as an
outstanding practical example of inspiring communication between the
government and the population. It is therefore worthwhile to dwell upon the
making of this successful ‘contract’ between a city and its citizens.
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PReLIMInARY PHASe (2007-2008)
connecteD to tHe QUAYS
In 2007 the responsible authorities created a
steering committee on the Scheldt quays project.
This committee decided to work out a three-track
communication plan:
■
■
■

provision of information
consultation and participation
inspiring actions

The aim of the plan was to bring the inhabitants of
Antwerp and other quay users into contact with the
designers of the master plan, the firms responsible
for the supporting studies and the authorities
involved, at different times and in different ways.
The participation process culminated in the
completion of the draft master plan during the
spring of 2009, and with the feedback and the
presentation of the final master plan in early 2010
as a concluding highlight.

In addition, collaboration was established with residents’ associations and organisations from civil society which could act as
intermediaries with the local population. These external partners
are network movement Antwerpen aan ‘t Woord, the organisation for the self-employed and SMEs UNIZO Antwerpen Stad and
the workers’ organisation ACW Antwerpen. On the end of the city,
Autonoom Gemeentebedrijf Stadsplanning Antwerpen took on the
role of director. It was assisted in its task by the city departments
Stedelijk Wijkoverleg and Marketing & Communicatie. Waterwegen
en Zeekanaal NV was also involved in the process as a partner for
the Flemish government.
For the partners from civil society it was obvious from the start that
the population had to be involved in the future development of
the quay area. An internet survey entitled Hoe groot is uw Scheldegevoel? (How closely are you connected to the Scheldt?) was carried
out in early 2008, in which Antwerpen aan ‘t Woord, ACW Antwerpen
and UNIZO Antwerpen Stad asked over 3,000 inhabitants of Antwerp
about their connection to the Scheldt. The survey showed that
62 percent of the residents polled felt connected to the area and
therefore wished to be involved in the planned redevelopment.

A tRIP DoWn MeMoRY LAne

The results of the survey convinced those responsible
to organise a broad public debate. They also gave rise
to the idea of a communication and participation charter between the organising authorities and the partners
from civil society.
This was realised in December 2008: the city of Antwerp,
Waterwegen en Zeekanaal NV and the various external partners signed Participatiecharter Masterplan
Scheldekaaien (the Scheldt Quays Master Plan Participation Charter). Arrangements were made in the charter
as to the communication and participation actions with
regard to the Master Plan Scheldt Quays.

While these interaction and participation sessions took
place, an initiative of the ‘inspiring actions’ category was
launched on the Scheldt quays. Kant & Wal, a walking
and exhibition project organised by the city department
Programma voor Stad in Verandering, drew inhabitants
of Antwerp to the Scheldt from October to the end of
December 2008.

Meanwhile, the communication process had been started.
At an interaction session in October 2008, the designers
presented a draft master plan to residents’ associations,
organisations from civil society and interest groups. They
were given the opportunity to discuss the results with a
panel of representatives of the authorities involved and
the firms responsible for the preliminary supporting studies. This created support from all intermediaries who were
to play an important part in involving the population in
the communication process.
The interaction session was immediately followed by two
information sessions on the master plan to which the
rank and file of the external partners, all local residents and
all people concerned were invited. During these sessions,
particular explanation was given on what a master plan
is exactly and what it is not, and how it should be read
and interpreted. The 150 or so present were thus trained
to be ‘ambassadors of the quays’ and future moderators
at debates. Afterwards, they were responsible for verbal
communication regarding the entire project as well.
Additionally, a first information leaflet, entitled Scheldekaaien. Op weg naar een masterplan voor de kaaien (Scheldt
Quays. Towards a master plan for the quays), was published especially for this occasion.

The initiative was intended to stimulate the ‘connection to
the Scheldt’ among residents and passers-by as much as
possible, and for that purpose it chiefly appealed to their
memories and imagination. The exhibition component
consisted of a kilometres-long timeline of stickers affixed
to the quay’s edge containing key dates from the history
of the port of Antwerp and ten thematically structured
information columns spread all over the area. The columns
brought the past, present and future of the quays to life
by means of historical facts, poetry and pictures.
The project also encompassed a walking guide that
enabled people to explore the quays individually. In the
course of the project the city of Antwerp gave the public
the opportunity to go on a free guided tour on Sundays.
During the tour, participants were encouraged to share
their memories and experiences with the rest of the group.
The concept caught on. Over a period of ten Sundays,
about 1,200 walkers took part in these outings.
Simultaneous use of these different communication
options ensured that the future master plan was constantly in the news long before its completion. The quays
became a popular topic of conversation among residents.

“The Scheldt quays should
continue to belong to the people,
so they should be as accessible as
possible to everyone.”

t H e c I t I Z e n ’ S co n t R I B U t I o n

AMBASSADoRS oF tHe QUAYS
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tHe PRePARAtIon
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The first invitation flyers were sent out at the end of January. In the course of February advertisements were published and the city website and newspaper were used to
promote the round-table discussions.

De Kaaien
op tafel
Antwerpenaars denken, dromen en praten mee
over de heraanleg van de Scheldekaaien.

1 – 7 maart 2009
De kaaien worden weer van ons.

Een blik in de toekomst.
Beste bezoeker
Antwerpen staat aan de vooravond
van een grootschalige heraanleg van
de Scheldekaaien. Een strook van 6,7
kilometer lang en 100 meter breed,
vlak naast het stadscentrum, wordt de
komende jaren heringericht.
Het is al de derde keer in haar
geschiedenis dat de stad haar grens
met het water aftast en hertekent.
Vandaag grijpt Antwerpen de
gelegenheid te baat om de band tussen
stad en Schelde te herstellen én de
kaaistrook in te richten tot één van de
meest prominente publieke ruimten.

www.onzekaaien.be

Om de veiligheid van bewoners,
bezoekers en gebruikers van deze
stedelijke uitwaaiplek te garanderen,
bleek een verhoging van de waterkering
tot 2,25 meter noodzakelijk. De
kaaistrook ter hoogte van de wijken
Sint-Andries en ‘t Zuid wordt eerst
aangepakt.

Hier wordt de waterkering toegepast
door middel van een vaste dijk met
wandelpad en een weids uitzicht op
stad en rivier. Vandaag staat u al even
op die nieuwe hoogte. Vanop deze
uitkijkplatforms krijgt u een klare
kijk op verleden en toekomst van de
vrijplaats tussen rivier en stad.

Op dit platform krijgt u een kijk op de
kaaien van de toekomst. U ontdekt hier
het Kaaienplan en simulatiebeelden.
200 meter verderop duikt u even in het
woelige verleden van Antwerpen en de
impact daarvan op de Scheldekaaien.
Veel lees- en uitwaaiplezier…

Meer informatie over de heraanleg van
de Scheldekaaien vindt u op de website
www.onzekaaien.be of op het
infonummer 03 22 11 333.

03 22 11 333

on tRAcK (2009)
A cItY-WIDe cAMPAIGn
To support the round-table discussions and subsequent
initiatives, the city of Antwerp developed an extensive
umbrella campaign in cooperation with Waterwegen en
Zeekanaal NV. For this purpose a whole range of municipal and non-municipal communication means were
employed. An external advertising agency ensured the
creation of a campaign slogan and image.
In February and March 2009 the quays and the master
plan were all over Antwerp’s street scene. The cheerful
and catchy slogan De Kaaien worden weer van ons (The
quays will be ours again) appeared everywhere in Antwerp: in newspapers and magazines, on regional television channels, on websites, banners, tram shelters, flags
and in radio spots.

V.U. Michel Uytterhoeven, Kammenstraat 18, 2000 Antwerpen

t H e c I t I Z e n ’ S co n t R I B U t I o n

In the build-up to the presentation of the draft master
plan, the collaboration between the various partners was
intensified at the beginning of 2009. A “Week of Dialogue”
was organised with a series of round-table discussions for
citizens, associations and interest groups which took place
under the name of De Kaaien op Tafel (The Quays on the
table) from 1 to 7 March 2009.

van

19 maart tot 21 juni 2009

Antwerpen

de plannen – de kade – de schelde – films
tentoonstelling – boottocht – theater
concerten – architectuur – wandelingen

De kaaien worden weer van ons.
www.kaailand.be
03 232 01 03
AfficheKaailand.indd 1

2/2/09 11:53:42 AM

© afdeling archeologie Antwerpen

De Antwerpse rede (= de plaats waar schepen voor anker kunnen liggen) heeft een
lange en boeiende geschiedenis, vanaf het ontstaan van de stad tot het heden.
De werf (= een uitsprong in de rivier) en de burcht, de middeleeuwse kern van waaruit de stad gegroeid is, lagen ter hoogte van het Steen. In de daaropvolgende eeuwen breidde de Antwerpse rede steeds verder uit. Het werd een imposante façade
van stadsmuren, torens, vlieten, waterpoorten en bastions. De Scheldekaaien vormen dan ook het DNA van de stad, waarin de historische genen garant staan voor een
boeiende toekomst.

Infomoment Ontwerp Masterplan Scheldekaaien ‐ 28 maart 2010

Op 28 maart 2010 vond een infomoment plaats over het definitieve ontwerp Masterplan
voor de Scheldekaaien. Meer dan 600 geïnteresseerden zakten die zondagmiddag af naar de
Arenbergschouwburg om meer te weten te komen over het finale ontwerp Kaaienplan.
Na een terugblik op het afgelegde participatietraject (De Kaaien op tafel en De Dagen van de
Kaaien), lichtte stadsbouwmeester Kristiaan Borret het definitieve Kaaienplan toe. Nadien
vond er een vragenronde plaats tussen het publiek en een panel bestaande uit de
ontwerpers, de stadsbouwmeester en een vertegenwoordiger van AG Stadsplanning
Antwerpen en W&Z. Bewonersgroepen Antwerpen aan 't Woord, ACW Antwerpen Stad en
Unizo Antwerpen presenteerden ook de resultaten van de participatie over het eerste
deelproject: de kaaizone ter hoogte van Sint‐Andries en 't Zuid.
Via vraagkaartjes kregen alle aanwezigen de kans om 1 of meerdere vragen of opmerkingen
over de heraanleg van de Kaaien en het Kaaienplan in te dienen. Hieronder vindt u een totaal
overzicht van alle vragen en opmerkingen (letterlijk overgenomen) voorzien van een
gemotiveerd antwoord. Vragen en opmerkingen werden geordend per thema.
Dit zijn de thema’s:

Op het wandelpad bovenop de waterkering ontmoeten het groene karakter aan stadszijde en de maritieme sfeer aan waterzijde elkaar.

GEBRUIK VAN DE KAAIEN
HISTORISCH ERFGOED
BAND MET HET WATER
BETEKENIS VAN DE KAAIEN
MOBILITEIT
ANDERE VRAGEN

Onder Napoleon wijzigde het uitzicht van de rede al grondig, maar het rechttrekken van de Scheldekaaien op het einde van de 19de eeuw zorgde voor een ware
kaalslag ter hoogte van de burcht en werf. De rede kreeg een nieuw gelaat, dat
tot op de dag van vandaag blijft verjongen. Kaarten schetsen het verloop van zowel
de oude, als de huidige kaailijn. Op basis van deze kaarten weten de stadsarcheologen waar er archeologische resten te verwachten zijn.
Om exact te weten waar de archeologische resten zich bevinden en hoe ze de eeuwen doorstaan hebben, doen de archeologen:
1. een radaronderzoek, waarbij met behulp van weerstandsmeting
ondergrondse structuren in kaart worden gebracht (universiteit Gent);
2. een archeologische verkenning, waarbij proefsleuven inzicht geven
in de opbouw en de bewaringstoestand van archeologische resten;
3. een sonderingsonderzoek, waarbij boringen peilen naar de diepte
van de structuren.
De resultaten van deze onderzoeken worden meegegeven aan de
ontwerpers van de nieuwe Scheldekaaien.

P2
P 12
P 16
P 20
P 24
P 35

Contact
Stad Antwerpen - afdeling archeologie
Den Bell
Francis Wellesplein 1
2018 Antwerpen
tel. 03 338 22 70
archeologie@stad.antwerpen.be
http://archeologie.antwerpen.be

V.U. Tom Lagast, Francis Wellesplein 1, 2018 Antwerpen

Vraag & antwoord

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Archeologisch onderzoek op de Scheldekaaien
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Onder de Kaaien
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Nieuw Zuid

Het Kaaienplan

parkstrip en verbeterde relatie met het water,
in afwachting van herontwikkeling
De voormalige rangeerruimte op deze
kaaienstrook wordt op middellange termijn

3-voudige aanleiding

Sint-Andries en Zuid
leegte en vrijplaats
Op de kaaizone ter hoogte van Sint-Andries
en ’t Zuid wordt gekozen voor een grote,
weidse leegte, een onbestemde open ruimte,
die enigszins uit het zicht van de stad ligt,

door de integratie van de waterkering in een
kronkelende dijk. Zo wordt het een plaats
waar tegelijk alles en niets kan gebeuren en
waar ook tijdelijke evenementen een plek
kunnen krijgen. De huidige parkeerplaatsen
verdwijnen ondergronds en dragen zo bij tot
de open ruimte op de kaaien. Een gebouw

wellicht een stadsuitbreiding, met een fix aan
functies. De kaaistrook ter hoogte van Nieuw
Zuid zou opgehoogd worden tot het niveau
van de waterkering, waarbij doorzichten
dwars op de Schelde ontstaan. Verder wordt
er op dit stuk kaaien een groene parkstrip
voorzien en kunnen er publieke voorzieningen
worden ingepland. De nieuwe stadswijk komt
op sommige plekken tot aan het water, maar
het publieke karakter op de kaaien blijft ook
hier steeds gewaarborgd.

Petroleum Zuid
watergebonden bedrijventerrein en
groene corridor naar Hobokense polder
Op deze kaaizone primeren de bestaande
en toekomstige economische activiteiten.
De rede zal zich hier in de toekomst
richten op binnenscheepvaart. De huidige
petroleumcluster zal op termijn plaats maken
voor een hoogwaardige bedrijvenzone,
met SWDC (Stadsregionaal Watergebonden

De heraanleg van de Scheldekaaien heeft tot doel
om de band tussen de stad en de Schelde te herstellen en vindt zijn oorsprong in een 3-voudige
aanleiding:
1. Veiligheid: de stad beschermen tegen toekomstige overstromingen. Om dit te vermijden
moet de waterkering verhoogd worden (tot
2m25 boven de blauwe steen).
2. Stabilisatie en renovatie van de historische
kaaimuur
3. Kwalitatieve invulling van de openbare ruimte
De ambitie van het Scheldekaaienproject is om
de waterkering optimaal te integreren in een
kwalitatieve publieke ruimte zonder een barrière
te creëren tussen stad en Schelde en waarbij de
veiligheid wordt gegarandeerd.

Scheldekaaien bevinden zich langs de rechteroever van de Schelde. In het zuiden worden ze
begrensd door de Hobokense Polder en in het
noorden door de Royersluis.
Ontwerpteam/Architect: Het Portugese landschapsbureau Proap tekende het masterplan uit,
samen met WIT Architecten (België), Idroesse
(Italië) en D-recta (Italië).
Partners: Stad Antwerpen, Waterwegen en
Zeekanaal NV en AG Stadsplanning Antwerpen
Timing: De werken op het terrein starten ten
vroegste in 2012.

De Kaaien worden
weer van ons.

Een ontwerp voor de kaaien
ter hoogte van de vroegere Zuidersluis
kan een brandpunt worden in deze leegte,
waar de ontwerpers contact met het water
voorzien door een zacht aflopende helling.
De waterkering krijgt hier de vorm van een
zacht glooiende dijk bovenop het kaaivlak,
die groen is aan de stadszijde en uitgewerkt
wordt in steen aan de kaaizijde. Deze groene
strook is tegelijk rand en overgang tussen stad
en kaaien. De ontwerpers bekijken ook of en
hoe het historische Sint-Michielsbolwerk op
gepaste wijze kan geïntegreerd worden in de
ondergrondse parking.

Distributiecentrum). In deze kaaistrip wordt
ook een nieuw voetbalstadion ingeplant.
Om de continuïteit van noord naar zuid te
garanderen wordt een groene corridor met
fietspad voorzien tussen Nieuw Zuid park en
de Hobokense Polder.

Het Kaaienplan spreekt zich uit over het toekomstige gebruik van de kaaien en bevat krijtlijnen
om de ruimtelijke samenhang van de kaaien te
garanderen. Het is de vertaling van een lange termijn ruimtelijke ambitie, flexibel en dynamisch,
die rekening houdt met mogelijke toekomstige
invullingen. Het is een globale visie voor de
Scheldekaaien dat het kader moet vormen voor de
uitwerking van de verschillende deelprojecten.
Projectgebied: 6,7 km lang, 100 meter breed. De
In samenwerking met
AG Stadsplanning Antwerpen

www.onzekaaien.be

03 22 11 333

Bonapartedok en Loodswezen

grootstedelijk park en uitwaaiplek
Droogdokkeneiland wordt zowel bepaald
door haar unieke ligging in de Scheldebocht
(prachtig zicht op de hele kaailine) als door

intieme getijdentuin en opstapplaats voor
watertransport
De kaaistrook ter hoogte van het
Bonapartedok en het Loodswezen vormt
een scharnierpunt tussen de centrale
kaaizone en de dokken van het Eilandje.
Het Bonapartedok, overschaduwd door het
imposante nieuwe MAS, doorbreekt hier
de continuïteit van de 100 meter brede
kaaistrook. Daardoor worden Loodswezen en
omgeving losgesneden van de stad en vormen
zo een unieke plek op de kaaien met een

Het Kaaienplan

Communicatie- en participatietraject
Het Kaaienplan weerspiegelt niet alleen de toekomstvisie van het internationaal ontwerpteam,
het stadsbestuur en W&Z, maar ook die van de
doorsnee Antwerpenaar. Via een uitgebreid participatietraject konden betrokken stadsbewoners,
experten en middenveldorganisaties hun suggesties en dromen voor de kaaien meegeven aan de
ontwerpers. De belangrijkste inspraakmomenten
vonden vorig jaar plaats tijdens de tafelgesprekken De Kaaien op tafel, het driedaags symposium
Dagen van de Kaaien en de internetenquête
Droom Je Kaai. Alle opmerkingen, reacties en
suggesties werden meegegeven met de ontwerpers, die er rekening mee gehouden hebben bij de
opmaak van het Kaaienplan.

Droogdokkeneiland

De Kaaien worden weer van ons.

V.U. Hardwin De Wever, Grote Markt 1 - 2000 Antwerpen, GC 63525

wordt een open plein wat dan weer tal van
mogelijkheden voor openluchtactiviteiten
biedt. De centrale kaaien kunnen opnieuw
opgeëist worden voor dagdagelijkse
activiteiten waarvoor in de nauwe binnenstad
nauwelijks ruimte beschikbaar is.

Straks
flaneren
we van
noord naar
zuid over
de Kaaien.

het maritieme karakter van de omringende
omgeving. Met aan de ene kant de natuurlijke
oever die uitloopt in de Schelde en aan
de andere kant de aanwezigheid van de
droogdokken, biedt deze plek de ideale
voorwaarden voor een grootstedelijk park. Zo
sluit deze plek ook aan op de groene ruimte
rond het Noordkasteel. Droogdokkenpark heeft
alles in zich om de uitwaai- en vertoefplek
van Antwerpen aan het water te worden.
Bovendien kan er ook ruimte zijn voor een
bijzonder programma.

Rijnkaai
bescheiden nieuw waterfront voor het
vernieuwde havenkwartier Eilandje
Gelegen tussen Kattendijksluis en
Bonapartesluis, kan Rijnkaai bijdragen aan
de ontwikkeling van het Eilandje tot nieuw
havenkwartier. Hier voorziet het Kaaienplan
nieuwe bebouwing, op de kaaivlakte, beperkt
in bouwhoogte, met een publieke doorsteek
naar het water.

Het resterende kaaivlak en de prachtige
historische kranen worden gerestaureerd om
de eigenheid van deze kaaizone te bewaren.

bijzondere band met de rivier.
Hier denken de ontwerpers aan een intieme
getijdentuin. Bovendien zou de voormalige
Bonapartesluis ook een uitgelezen
opstapplaats kunnen zijn voor watertransport
en wordt er voor het Loodswezen uitgekeken
naar een interessante herbestemming.

Schipperskwartier en Centrum
doorwaadbare stedelijke infrastructuur
De centrale kaaizone tussen Sint-Pietersvliet
en Sint-Jansvliet kan beschouwd worden
als een grote stedelijke uitloopzone voor
de drukke historische binnenstad. Hier
zijn zowel grootschalige en kleinschalige
stadsactiviteiten mogelijk. Op de kaaizone ter
hoogte van het centrum blijven de prachtige,
historische hangars bewaard en kunnen er,
dankzij een mobiele waterkering vlakbij de
blauwe steen, diverse permanente, overdekte
activiteiten plaatsvinden (bijvoorbeeld
een markt, beurs, enz). De kaaizone in
het verlengde van het Schipperskwartier

t H e c I t I Z e n ’ S co n t R I B U t I o n
BETWEEN CITY AND RIVER
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BUILDInG DReAMS on tHe InteRnet

tABLe DIScUSSIonS In tHe DIStRIctS

In January 2009 the website www.onzekaaien.be was
launched. This website enables people to find information on the redevelopment of the Scheldt quays and to
sign up for De Kaaien op Tafel or for the digital newsletter.
Through the Droom je Kaai (Dream your quay) application
you could post ideas online on an aerial photograph of
the project area. This way, the quays literally came within
everyone’s reach.

All the above initiatives contributed to the publicity of
the first large-scale participation session organised in all
Antwerp districts: De Kaaien op Tafel (1-7 March 2009).
The aim of these round-table discussions was to start a
debate concerning the themes covered by the master
plan, to collect the resulting ideas and remarks and to pass
them on to the designers of the master plan.

In March 2009, when the application was shut down, the
number of posts totalled 297. These are collected in a
booklet together with the suggestions from the De Kaaien
op Tafel round-table discussions.

“There should be a pedestrian bridge
across the Scheldt river.”

A total of 97 round-table discussions were organised in the
city in one week’s time. The main themes covered by the
master plan were broached during the discussions. These
themes include: mobility, connection to the water, use and
importance of the Scheldt quays and historic heritage.

tHe GeneRAL PUBLIc In DeBAte
By way of preparation, all moderators for the round-table
discussions were accurately briefed during the abovementioned information sessions by the project leaders
of the two governments concerned, in collaboration with
the external partners.

The round-table discussions were a success. Making people talk and think together in an informal setting – around
a kitchen table, as it were – started off a collective process,
which is quite exceptional in government communication.
In any case, De Kaaien op Tafel bridged the archetypal
gap between a patronising government, who decides ex
cathedra, and suspicious citizens who feel unheard. The
fact that the latter were already involved in this project
at a very early stage – even before the draft master plan
was completed – ensured their commitment. The relative
small scale and good accessibility of the whole campaign
had a positive impact as well.
During the 97 round-table discussions that week, approximately 800 people were allowed to speak and 49 moderators presided over the debates. The 543 recommendations
for the redevelopment that resulted from the discussions
were classified thematically in 18 clusters so as to pass
them on to the policy makers and the design team later on
together with the results of the Droom je Kaai campaign.

The conference meant a step forward in the participation
process since it was not just aimed at professionals and
experts but opened up the technical discussion concerning the redevelopment to a broader public. Of course, this
implied a difficult balancing act: the development of the
master plan was presented as clearly as possible without
disregarding the complexity of the matter.
To make the result of this meeting tangible, a booklet
containing all recommendations resulting from De Kaaien
op Tafel and Droom je Kaai was presented to the designers, who were to incorporate them in the final design of
the master plan.

“Will I see you at noon, my darling,
in the secret tidal garden?
Then we can…
eat our sandwiches together.”

t H e c I t I Z e n ’ S co n t R I B U t I o n

Two types of round-table discussions were organised:
open ones and closed ones. At the ‘closed discussions’
associations or organisations invited their own members.
The ‘open discussions’ were organised by the city department Stedelijk Wijkoverleg and were open to all those
interested. The participants turned out to be very diverse.
For instance, there was a round-table discussion at the
non-profit association for the visually impaired Blindenzorg Licht & Liefde as well as a round-table discussion for
youngsters at the municipal office Jeugd and for immigrants at the workers’ organisation ACW. A few ‘specialist’
round-table discussions took place with people from the
catering industry, nature guides and entrepreneurs. The
final result was a mix of all possible quay users.

There was a great deal of anticipation in the air in March
2009. The De Kaaien op Tafel discussions were concluded
with a three-day conference: De dagen van de Kaaien
(Quay Days) (19-21 March 2009). Both the draft master
plan and the results of De Kaaien op Tafel and Droom je Kaai
were presented during this event organised for experts,
representatives from civil society, interest groups and the
general public. Everyone was able to voice their opinions
and suggestions as to the proposed designs in a series of
panel discussions and workshops.
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At the same time, the conference kicked off the next event.
The KAAiLAND festival (19 March – 21 June 2009) took
up the entire quay area for three months with a series of
cultural events.
The target audience consisted of passers-by, tourists,
inhabitants of Antwerp and local residents. To put it briefly,
everyone who wished to participate. Consequently, the
programme was very diverse and included both very
easily accessible events and less self-evident, artistically
innovative events.
The organisation of the festival was entrusted to the nonprofit organisation Antwerpen Open vzw.
The focus of the whole event was the free exhibition KAAiLAND Expo in the Cruise Terminal, where the general public
could become acquainted with the draft master plan. The
exhibition told the story of the Scheldt quays, shed light
on the redevelopment of the area and explained the link
between cities with a similar history and development.

Throughout the spring all kinds of events took place on the
quays focussing on the link between the city and the river:
■ short one-hour guided tours of the quays and the city
which explained the connection between the separate
districts and the adjoining quay area;
■ full-day, thematic ‘city republics’, i.e. more extensive
thematic quay walks during which small groups of participants explored the quays in detail guided by experts
while exchanging ideas;
■ boat trips on the river Scheldt aboard the Kaailandia, a
ship owned by the Flandria shipping company that was
renamed specially for this occasion. During the trip, an
actor/guide told the story of the quays’ past and future
to passengers in an entertaining way;
■ KAAiLAND Zuid: a site with mobile architectural residential installations and catering facilities;
■ theatre performances, concerts and movie shows about
cities, water and parks.

InPUt FoR tHe DeSIGn teAM
To provide added value to the festival, a book was published as well. The book entitled Kaailand: langs de kade
van Antwerpen (Quay land: along the Antwerp quays)
relates the history of the city and its quays, outlines a
visual state of affairs by means of artistic contributions
by four photographers and introduces the master plan
for the redevelopment.

Together with the recommendations of Waterwegen en
Zeekanaal NV and other Flemish public bodies and the
report of all previous participation sessions, the city’s view
was passed on to the designers of the master plan. The
designers resumed their work on the basis of this information and the deadline for the completion of the final
master plan was set at the beginning of 2010.

t H e c I t I Z e n ’ S co n t R I B U t I o n

Thanks to this cultural component the slogan De Kaaien
worden weer van ons was realised for a moment. In a few
months’ time, over 51,000 visitors took possession of the
no man’s land by the river. The initiative not only boosted
the involvement of the residents, it also met with response
outside Antwerp and thus strikingly illustrated one of the
master plan’s aims: to turn the Antwerp Scheldt quays into
an international showpiece again.

While the KAAiLAND festival was in full swing on the quays,
the city’s view on the draft master plan was approved in
Antwerp’s city hall at the end of May 2009. The view was
drawn up on the basis of all reactions, proposals and suggestions collected at different stages in the communication and participation process.
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In March 2010 the final draft of the Kaaienplan (Quay Plan)
– as the master plan was to be called from then on – was
completed and presented to the public. This took place in
the Arenbergschouwburg theatre on 28 March 2010 during the final conference which had been announced the
previous year during De dagen van de Kaaien and which
constituted the final piece of the participation charter
regarding the master plan. This day’s programme included
the official presentation of the final plan, the alignment
of the plan with the recommendations passed on, and
the formulation of well-founded answers to the question
whether these recommendations were followed or not.
The conference was announced by means of municipal
and non-municipal communication channels. It goes without saying that everyone who had been involved in one of
the previous participation sessions was personally invited.

SUBSeQUent PHASe (2009-2010)

Although De dagen van de Kaaien had already shown in
2009 that the preliminary design for the redevelopment
largely complied with the wishes and complaints of residents and quay users, this was a crucial moment in the
entire participation process. To ensure strong support and
permanent collaboration from the population, the presentation of the final design demonstrated in what way the
designers followed the recommendations of the general
public. For instance, the call for a promenade and bicycle
track extending over the entire length of the quays had
been brought up several times during the round-table
discussions. Many participants had suggested reinforcing the maritime character through the presence of more
ships along the quays. Another element was the manifest
attention to the cultural and historic value of the area.
These suggestions and points of interest were included
by the designers in the final version of the Kaaienplan,
and it was therefore approved by the population at the
end of the conference.

DeLIBeRAtIonS on tHe SUBPRoJectS
However, the Kaaienplan was not the only item that was
presented to the public in the Arenbergschouwburg theatre on 28 March 2010. In December 2009 the designers
had also completed a rough draft of the first subproject
of the redevelopment: the renewal of the quay strip near
the districts of Sint-Andries and Zuid. This rough draft is
the first of a whole series, since the reconstruction of the
entire quay area will be carried out in phases.
The scenario for the communication and participation
regarding this first subproject was similar to the one for
the Kaaienplan as a whole. From 15 February to 5 March
2010, ten participation sessions were organised in the
neighbourhoods concerned. Approximately 400 people
participated in 39 round-table discussions during these
meetings. After an explanation for the plenary meeting,
the participants were able to discuss the preliminary
design in greater detail in groups of up to 15 persons,
debate with one another and make suggestions.

“We don’t need a second
Barcelona,
but a better Antwerp.”

The Droom je Kaai web application was used again, but
this time the dreams and suggestions were left on the
digital rough draft for the zones of Sint-Andries and Zuid.

tALL tALeS AnD oBSeRVAtIon
PLAtFoRMS
The participation sessions for this first subproject were
accompanied by a number of inspiring actions on the
quays themselves in 2010 as well.
For example, storytelling walks entitled ‘Teute Gerard’
were organised on the quays along the Sint-Andries and
Zuid neighbourhoods on Sundays during the summer
months. A guide/storyteller dished up all sorts of anecdotes and ‘tall tales’ about the visited area and also referred
to the quays’ future.
At the Sint-Andries quay zone, two small bunkers which
coincidentally have about the same height as the future
flood protection were converted into observation platforms overlooking the area. One platform offered a view
of the past, the history and the archaeological excavations
that had been carried out in preparation for the works. The
other platform provided visitors with information on the
plans for the redevelopment of the area.
Thanks to these initiatives, a first step was taken towards
the next phase of the participation process, which will
accompany the various subprojects over the coming years.

The outlined communication and participation process
concerning the Master Plan Scheldt Quays achieved its
goal. What’s more, the ongoing collaboration with external partners from civil society, the active involvement of
the population from the very start and the well-balanced,
multidisciplinary approach to communication made this
process a unique and inspiring story that did not go by
unnoticed.
For instance, the De Kaaien worden weer van ons campaign won the annual Thuis in de Stad award in 2009 in
the category ‘an initiative by residents, neighbourhoods or
districts recognised and stimulated by the city’. The Flemish government intends to reward innovative municipal
accomplishments with this award. Moreover, the prize
money connected to this award will be spent in the participation process to follow on initiatives in recognition
of the efforts of the numerous participants.
The website www.onzekaaien.be was also awarded. In
September 2010 the website was acclaimed as the most
innovative municipal Internet initiative. The jury selected
Onze Kaaien because the website was actively used in a
participatory project and makes use of the numerous
facilities the Internet has to offer.

t H e c I t I Z e n ’ S co n t R I B U t I o n

The reactions of participants in the round-table discussions were mainly positive, and after these reactions
had been collected, they were presented to the team of
designers during the final conference, so that the team
could adjust the rough draft.

A PRIZe-WInnInG cAMPAIGn
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As has already been mentioned, there are three reasons for the redevelopment of the Scheldt quays: the entire flood protection wall needs to be raised
due to climate change, the historic quay wall needs urgent stabilisation and
restoration, and this neglected site urgently needs to be redeveloped into an
attractive public space.
In 2005 the city of Antwerp and the Flemish government decided to start up
a joint planning process for the redevelopment of the quays. Drawing up a
master plan developing an overall vision for this area was the first step in this
process. In 2007 this assignment was entrusted to a partnership between
the Portuguese landscape architects of PROAP, the Flemish architects of WIT
Architecten and the Italian consulting firms d-recta and Idroesse. The master
plan is the result of years of study and intense consultation. The draft master
plan was presented in March 2009. Afterwards, it was updated on the basis
of the communication and participation process and different supporting
studies. The final master plan was completed in March 2010.

MASTER PLAN SCHELDT QUAYS
The next chapter outlines the essence of the master plan. A fold-out
plan is included on pages 34 and 47. Fold out the plan according to the
example below and explore the city and the river.

Fold ouT p. 34

Fold ouT p. 47
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tHe MASteR PLAn IS not ISoLAteD

WHY A MASteR PLAn?

Several supporting studies that require expert knowledge were used to
draw up the Master Plan Scheldt Quays:
■ a technical study, which focussed on the preconditions for raising the
flood protection and stabilising the quay wall;
■ a mobility study, which formulated advice as to the future mobility
scenarios for the Scheldt quays;
■ a financial and functional study, which mapped all financial aspects
of the redevelopment and investigated possible functional developments of the area;
■ a cultural and historical study, which mapped everything that has
any cultural or historical significance on and below the quays, and formulated recommendations as to the possible integration of relics and
heritage into a contemporary design.
The master plan was drawn up in several stages, and in each stage the
knowledge amassed in the supporting studies was integrated into the
spatial plan. This allowed to test the financial, technical and traffic engineering feasibility of the preliminary designs.

The redevelopment of the Scheldt quays is a highly complex
operation. After all, it concerns an area of over six kilometres in
length which constitutes the backbone of the city.
It is a necessary operation too. The project’s safety component
comprises the construction of the new flood protection and the
stabilisation of the quay wall. Furthermore, the city is changing
significantly, e.g. due to developments on the neighbourhood of
Het Eilandje and plans for Nieuw Zuid and Petroleum Zuid, projects
which are connected to a greater or lesser extent with the decisions concerning the Scheldt quays.
Rash ad hoc and partial decisions without any overall spatial
vision could pose a threat to the unique character of the quays as
a whole, however. Consequently, a coordinating framework setting
out the future ambitions for the entire area was urgently needed.
This integral vision especially had to highlight the quality of the
public space constituted by the quays in the future.

TH E M ASTER PL AN – H OW, WHAT AN D WH Y

WHAt IS A MASteR PLAn?
AnD WHAt IS It not?
The redevelopment of the Scheldt quays will not take place in one go,
but through the implementation of various well-defined subprojects
over a period of more than ten years. The project’s many uncertainties
and indefinable factors make it impossible to paint a detailed final
picture of the quays. The master plan is not a blueprint but a longterm strategy. It is not a detailed action plan but a spatial framework
that allows for a variety of solutions.
At the same time the master plan does take inevitable, fundamental
decisions as to the quay’s future spatial planning. For example, the
question “Which type of flood protection should be built where?”
is an urgent matter with far-reaching consequences for the further
development of the area and is explained in great detail in this plan.
A few essential guidelines, such as the location of the flood protection and mobility schemes, are thereby set out in the master plan. The
designers of the plan compare this to a melodic line produced by striking various piano keys. This melodic line may then be supplemented
and ornamented with all sorts of chords. This occurs in subsequent
subprojects, which are to form a polyphonic harmony together.
The master plan offers us a bird’s-eye view of the quays. And if necessary, we can zoom in from this panoramic overview to more smallscale elements. The plan includes a long-term vision which needs to
provide coherence between the different subprojects. That is why it
is limited to the basic ideas. The designers of subsequent subprojects
need to be able to establish the details.
In this long-term strategy the plan serves as an arbitrator between the
various claims which are made to the quay area. It aims to reconcile
these claims in an open-ended process.
Finally, the master plan indicates seven coherent zones and determines
where and within what margins the subprojects can be implemented.
It also provides support when determining the strategic projects that
can be initiated in the short term.

“The Scheldt quays
should primarily be
an island of calm.”

HoW SHoULD one ReAD
tHe MASteR PLAn?
Due to the complexity of the redevelopment, the master plan
contains guidelines at different levels. Broadly speaking: the more
concrete the level, the more hypothetical the formulated proposals are.
At a conceptual level, several compelling, generally applicable
ambitions are formulated for the area. These are grouped under
the category ‘conceptual attitude’, which corresponds to the vision
of the designers supported by the participation process.
These ambitions are then converted into more concrete spatial decisions that constitute the six components of the general
framework of the plan. At the same time, a typological profile
is developed for several coherent quay zones. The seven zones
that are to play an important structuring part are described, but
considerable room for interpretation has been left at this level.
Possible development directions of projects within the zones are
examined in the master plan and illustrated by means of exploratory design. This is the most detailed level as well as the most
open-ended one. It basically remains ‘research’: its result shows
what is possible and thus points the way for subsequent designers of subprojects.
In this chapter we will further examine the vision, the general
framework, the zones and the exploratory design of the master
plan. But first we will deal with a very different plan on which
the reconstruction of the Scheldt quays is based: the updated
Sigmaplan.
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The river Scheldt is not just the reason Antwerp
exists, it occasionally poses a serious threat as well.
The 1976 storm surge, for instance, showed that the
city was insufficiently protected against storm tides
coming from the Scheldt estuary. As a result, the
Flemish Government included the Antwerp Scheldt
quays in the Sigmaplan (the ‘S’ stands for Scheldt)
which – by analogy with the Dutch Delta Plan – is
intended to protect the Flemish part of the Scheldt
estuary against flooding far inland. In 1978 this
resulted in the construction of the current concrete
flood protection wall on Antwerp’s Scheldt quays.
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Several decades have passed since then. Parallel to worldwide evolutions, global climate change and rising sea levels have an impact in
Flanders as well. Nowadays, this region has a high risk of flooding. But
our understanding of water management has also changed a great
deal since then. It is now widely accepted that merely constructing
and raising embankments is not a sustainable solution. Rivers should
also be given enough space.
This evolution necessitated an update of the original Sigmaplan. A
team of scientists mapped the watercourses and their flood risks,
assessed the biodiversity along the river Scheldt and looked into the
economic possibilities of the river and the land use on the banks. In
2005 this resulted in an update of the Sigmaplan which needs to protect against future natural disasters through additional embankment
works and the creation of controlled flood areas, as well as increase
the ecological value in Flanders.

TH E M ASTER PL AN – ROL E OF TH E S I GM A PL A N
The updated Sigmaplan plays different roles: ranging from flood
protection to nature conservation and economic catalyst. The activities of Waterwegen en Zeekanaal NV, the agency responsible for the
management of navigable waterways in central and western Flanders,
therefore rest on four pillars:
■ security: reduction of flood risks by local dike improvements and
relocations and the creation of flood control areas;
■ ecological value: restoration of the natural environment of rivers, resulting in a healthy ecosystem, improved water quality and
opportunities for unique plants and wildlife;
■ economy: deepening the river Scheldt gives inland navigation a
boost; this way Antwerp and other ports can still be accessed by
loaded freighters independently of the tides;
■ recreation: the new embankments are extremely suitable for recreational activities, and the new nature reserves will attract people
and wildlife alike.

So far, 512 kilometres of embankment works and
twelve flood control areas have been finished. The creation of the Kruibeke-Bazel-Rupelmonde flood control
area will complete the original Sigmaplan. The entire
implementation of the updated Sigmaplan, which
includes raising the current Antwerp flood protection,
continues until 2030.
Back to Antwerp: what is the impact of the updated
Sigmaplan on the city? Firstly, the historic quay wall
needs to be stabilised. Secondly, the flood protection wall needs to be raised by 90 centimetres. This
means it is to be raised to a height of 9.25 metres
above sea level (TAW) or 2.25 metres above the ‘blue
stone’. ‘TAW’ is the reference for height measurements
in Belgium, 0m TAW being the average sea level at
low tide in Ostend. As raising the current quay wall
is not advisable for scenic reasons – there would be a
2.25-metre-high wall between the city and the river
Scheldt – creative and flexible solutions were sought
to integrate the new flood protection into the public
space in the best possible way.
Several types of flood protection will be used, such as
dike bodies, mobile flood protection walls and even
buildings. Even though this would be advisable from
a spatial point of view, it is impossible to build mobile
flood protection walls over the entire length of the
Scheldt quays. Statistically these have a higher probability of failure than fixed flood protection solutions.
After in-depth studies over the entire length of the
Scheldt quays it was decided to install mobile flood
protection walls only near the city centre so as to be
able to restore the historical connection between the
city and the river.
In addition, the embankments will be much more than
the traditional green dikes that are common in Flanders thanks to their varying slope and orientation.
Footpaths will be constructed on and along the dike
bodies. This way, everyone will be able to escape the
hustle and bustle of the city for a moment and enjoy
a wonderful view of the river Scheldt.
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The following is an explanation of the
design vision of the master plan in the
words of the designers. This vision is
expressed by means of several comprehensive key words and preliminary
images of the quays. They reflect the
designers’ views on the matter and the
importance of the quays for the inhabitants of Antwerp, visitors and quay users.
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T H E M A STE R P L A N – D E S I G N V I S I O N
At this level, viewpoints have a rather
abstract meaning and few specific guidelines are set out. Nevertheless, the basic
concepts are explained here and clear
principles are stated as to the direction
the Scheldt quays need to take.
The general principles formulated in the
vision constitute a basis for defining the
general framework and the zones.

tHe QUAYS ARe A DYnAMIc URBAn LAnDScAPe

The quays are a unique setting for life on the border between the city and the river. They hold a mirror up to the city that clearly reflects
its many shapes. The wharf as a whole determines the character of the city. We need to cherish this sense of one territorial and urban
landscape and, wherever possible, even reinforce it.
This landscape’s dynamic nature is noticeable in the tides of the river, the movement on the water, the changing seasons… This presents a
beautiful sight to residents and tourists, who can also find openness and space for contemplation there.

tHe QUAYS BeLonG to no-one AnD to eVeRYone

The quays are like a hyphen: an autonomous yet connecting interspace between the city and the river. If you enter them, you leave the
city and become overwhelmed by the majestic view of the Scheldt. In this respect, the quays actually are the city’s balcony – a balcony
from which you can see the various colours and characters of Antwerp.
Both the river and the city constitute a background to the quays, which in turn act as a sounding board for the changing moods of the city
and the river.
The time people spend there is often a break, an escape from everyday life. The quays could be called a decompression room for city
dwellers. They are also a refuge where anything is possible. Contrary to most public spaces in Antwerp, the quays are not programmed
and they do not have a well-defined function. Consequently, they are a ‘wasteland’, a transit zone, a place that belongs to no-one and to
everyone.

tHe QUAYS ARe tHe cItY’S PoRtAL to tHe RIVeR

The fact that the quays are a transition zone between the city and the water is due to the current flood protection wall. The flood risk and
the limited accessibility have protected the unique character of this site up to now. The adaptation of the flood protection wall will protect
the city against flooding while the ambiguous and valuable status of the quays as an ‘interspace’ is established once and for all. After all,
the quays should in no case merge with the city just like that. So the function of the flood protection is twofold: protection against floods
as well as a border between the city and its ‘refuge’.
In transverse direction to the river, the flood protection will regulate the transition between the city and the river. Lengthwise, the quays
constitute the connection between the adjoining polder landscape in the south, the city centre and the seaport in the north.

tHe QUAYS ARe tHe MoSt IMPoRtAnt PUBLIc SPAce In AntWeRP

The quays fell into the city’s lap when the harbour moved north. Where in the world can you still find a city with such an unused public
space?
The master plan wants to ensure that this status of public domain, transition space and decompression chamber is preserved. Hence,
most investments are made in managing the landscape, which is highly varied as to type and use.

tHe QUAYS ARe A YARDStIcK AnD SHoWcASe FoR tHe cItY

The quays combine two different qualities.
The Antwerp skyline can be seen from the left bank or from the far ends of the quays. As such, the wharf is a unique yardstick for the scale
of the city.
On the right bank, the quays are a cross section of the city; they display the fascinating diversity of the various city neighbourhoods. Over
the entire length of the quays, the master plan will take great care to balance the continuity of the wharf and the individuality of the
adjoining neighbourhoods.
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Once the vision has been determined and the ambitions have been
formulated, more specific spatial decisions can be taken. Broadly speaking, they can be divided into two complementary categories. On the
one hand, some decisions ensure the coherence of the quay area over
its entire length – the designers call these the general framework. On
the other, several design principles ensure the connection of the quays
with their adjoining neighbourhoods. This way, different zones are
distinguished. The general framework and design principles per zone
collectively form the starting point for subsequent detailed designs.
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TH E M ASTER PL AN – GEN ER A L FR A MEWOR K A N D ZON ES

GeneRAL FRAMeWoRK
The general framework is set out for the entire project area and is a
first translation of the conceptual framework outlined in the vision. It
comprises six components and each one is clearly defined:

ACTIVE HARBOUR
HISTORICAL HERITAGE AND ARCHAEOLOGY
NEW FLOOD PROTECTION
MOBILITY
PUBLIC SPACE AND IMAGE QUALITY
QUAY PROGRAMMES

The titles already show that numerous
aspects come together here. The different
components of the general framework
are not separate but should be seen in
relation to each other, as an integrated
whole, as indicated in the synthesis plan
further on in this publication. Accordingly, this level is rather abstract and hard
to explain in very concrete terms. Yet this
is where the master plan is most clearly
a directive framework that establishes
global decisions for the entire area.
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ZONES
The different zones – which together constitute a ‘kaleidoscope of the
quay universe’, a diverse, fragmented collection of living environments
that define the character of Antwerp’s quays – are characterised in the
Scheldt quays master plan starting from the same vision and within
the common general framework.

DROOGDOKKEN
KATTENDIJKSLUIS AND RIJNKAAI
BONAPARTEDOK AND LOODSWEZEN
SCHIPPERSKWARTIER AND CENTRUM
SINT-ANDRIES AND ZUID
NIEUW ZUID
PETROLEUM ZUID

A concise definition for each of the zones
reflects the essential ambition for the
location concerned. The chosen flood
protection solutions and the related basic
design of the public space are presented
for each zone.

fold-out

TH E M ASTER PL AN

Together
with fold-out
p. 47
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DroogDokken

kattenDijksluis anD rijnkaai

BonaparteDok
anD looDswezen

schipperskwartier anD centrum

sint-anDries anD zuiD

ActIVe HARBoUR
Throughout its history, the Antwerp wharf has changed constantly,
which also impacted the relationship between the city and the river.
Nowadays the extensive cobbled surface, the quay wall and the
‘blue stone’, the warehouses, the harbour cranes and their rails are
still pervaded with the spirit of the harbour and its wharf of ca 1900.
The remaining harbour infrastructure is now made available to
the city again. The infrastructure needs to be preserved as much
as possible and be converted for urban use.
First the quay wall is to be restored. Bollards, cranes and the cobbled surface remain in place wherever possible. As the quay profile
is left virtually intact, a new function may be defined for sites such
as Bonapartesluis lock, the slipway of Margueriedok, the pontoon
near Steen castle and the former lock of Zuiderdokken. Royerssluis
lock, the mooring posts at Droogdokkeneiland, the Belvedere at the
reopened site of Kattendijksluis and the jetty at Petroleum Zuid are
part of the maritime heritage as well.

The old harbour fence, by contrast, is a vestige of the strict separation between the city and the harbour, and it is therefore not
desirable anymore in many places. It would be too great an obstacle to the redevelopment of the quays as a public domain and the
intended relationship between the city and its river, especially in
the central part of the quays.
The quays will remain a mooring zone that can be used by the
city and that features various facilities over the entire length of
the wharf. This enables special vessels or floating constructions to
moor temporarily.

“Permanent berths for cruise ships,
freighters, warships...
with sailors!”
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petroleum zuiD

HIStoRIcAL HeRItAGe AnD ARcHAeoLoGY
The quays are like a palimpsest; a parchment that has been written
on more than once by scraping off the earlier writing without completely erasing the traces of the previous texts. The quays contain
several layers from the history of Antwerp, and new layers may be
added in the future.
The current character of the quays is determined to a large extent by
several 19th and 20th-century monuments such as the lockkeeper’s
house at Royerssluis, the Loodswezen politage office, the Boeienloods
shed, the warehouses and the raised terraces. Most of these monuments are not actively used anymore and deserve a new function,
preferably connected to the water.
Conservation of the harbour fence may be considered in places
where it will keep its function as a fence.
There are other historical layers on and below the quays, such as
remnants of the Napoleonic era, the mediaeval city, the Spanish

ramparts and the old quarter of Burchtwijk – all elements that might
be revealed again thanks to archaeological excavations.
Some points of particular interest are Steen castle, the bulwarks of
Sint-Michiels and Sint-Laureis, the inlets and canals, Bonapartesluis
lock and the basins, the former lock and docks of Zuiderdokken, the
Napoleonic quay wall and the wharf. If need be, these archaeological sites may be integrated into underground constructions such
as car parks. Finally, appropriate attention also needs to be paid to
the heritage of the interwar and post-war periods.

“Create a connection to the past by
finding a new use for a few warehouses
and cranes, but provide a good mix of old
and new; the Quays are not a museum.”
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neW FLooD PRotectIon
The river Scheldt is not just the reason Antwerp exists, it occasionally poses a threat as well. That is why a 1.35-metre-high concrete
flood protection wall was built in 1978 which separates the city
from the river. The updated Sigmaplan requires that the water barrier be raised by 90 cm. However, the new flood protection needs
to be more than just protective infrastructure. A 2.25-metre-high
wall would sever any visual connection with the river and make the
Scheldt virtually inaccessible from the city. The new flood protection’s primary function is security, but in addition it needs to restore
the connection between the city and the river and even reinforce
this connection wherever possible.
The nature and location of the new flood protection will consequently be determined according to the adjoining city parts. A
location of the flood protection near the water increases the urban
space, while a location near the city results in a large, periodically
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“A safe flood protection that provides
complete protection against floods,
yet allows us to maintain the view of
the water.”

inundated surface. By combining fixed and mobile constructions,
under certain conditions such as safety and cost, the flood protection will also determine the views of the river. Mobile flood protection walls largely preserve a clear view of the river Scheldt and
increase the quays’ accessibility, while fixed 2.25-metre-high flood
protection solutions emphasise the open space next to the city by
screening off the area. This alternation of fixed and mobile flood
protection solutions will be designed with great care.

sint-anDries anD zuiD

MoBILItY
It is useless to stress the intended connective character of the new
flood protection if pedestrians are not able to cross the quays easily.
After all, the Scheldt quays need to remain accessible at all times.
This will be easier in some places, e.g. in the city centre, than in other
places. Other locations on the quays may preserve their desolate
character precisely because they are more difficult to access.
The quay road collects, similar to De Leien, all traffic in the inner city
and gives access to the northern and southern underground car
parks at the quays. Through traffic will be kept out of the quays as
much as possible by making the section between Scheldestraat and
Sint-Pietersvliet a low-traffic area. The section between Sint-Jansvliet
and Suikerrui will become a pedestrian zone. At the far ends, north
of Londen-Amsterdamstraat and south of Namenstraat, the quay
road will become a route for local traffic.

The car parks on the inner city’s edge, which receive traffic from the
motorway exits, are to be connected to the tram network. In the
future, a new tram line on the quays will connect these car parks
to the inner city. Circulation of traffic south of Scheldestraat and
north of Sint-Pietersvliet is ensured through the construction of a
dedicated tramway. In the central and quieter section, the tramway
will be sharing the road with other traffic modes.
The plan provides for a separate regional bicycle track over the
entire length of the quays which links up with the bicycle route
network outside the city via the Scheldt dikes.
Finally, the master plan also advocates the development of various forms of public transport by water. Some examples are ferries,
water buses and water taxis. They breathe new life into the quays
and can make use of sheltered areas where mooring is possible
such as Bonapartesluis lock, Margueriedok, a new pontoon near the
Schipperskwartier district, Steenponton and Zuidersluis lock.

PUBLIc SPAce AnD IMAGe QUALItY
The master plan opts for the quays as a public space, a place that
belongs to no-one and to everyone. A place whose image should
not just be local but regional and international as well.
The Antwerp neighbourhoods adjoining the quays also need to
forge their own unique relationship with the river. At the same
time, the continuity and coherence of the historic wharf remain
an important point of interest in this diversity. So as to prevent
the coherence from being lost during the phased execution of the
works, arrangements need to be made during the renovation of the
quays regarding the use of materials and the image quality. These
arrangements take into account three spheres:
■

Harbour. The quay area between the Scheldt and the flood protection is a cobbled surface that can be inundated. Consequently,
the materials, equipments and vegetation need to be adapted
to these conditions. This also implies that the use of this area is
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■

■

temporary by definition. The quay can be used by everyone and
has no specific function.
City. The urban space between the flood protection and the
city is different because it is protected against flooding. It fits in
better with the urban setting so that its design can be adjusted
more easily to the character of the adjacent neighbourhood.
Within this context, the flood protection’s boundaries should not
be interpreted as a clear line between two worlds but as a filter.
Nature. The muddy, ecological bank defines the Scheldt as a tidal
river with convex and concave curves and offers an exceptional
panorama of the Antwerp wharf.

In addition, the public space on the right bank is extended with
two large parks: Droogdokkenpark and a linear park strip stretching
from Sint-Jansvliet over Nieuw Zuid and Petroleum Zuid to Hobokense Polder.

petroleum zuiD

QUAY PRoGRAMMeS
Numerous valuable buildings on the quays await a new function.
By definition, this function has to be open to the public, easily
accessible and preferably water-related. Of course, it should add
value to the heritage concerned and be compatible with the spatial
characteristics and historic architecture.

Finally, the new neighbourhood of Montevideowijk on Het Eilandje
and the future residential quarter of Nieuw Zuid may be extended
to the Scheldt quays. For that purpose, building envelopes are
presented that allow additional constructions on the quays to a
limited extent. For these extensions as well, it is advisable to consider private functions carefully.

New buildings can also be constructed as architectural landmarks
at a few well-chosen places. They add a new layer to the rich palimpsest of the quay area and provide an interesting ‘quay line’. The
additions may strengthen the urban landscape’s character as did
their centuries-old predecessors. However, this needs to be done
with due care and restraint so that not all potential space is taken
up by new buildings.

“Provide a permanent market in the
warehouses.”
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sint-anDries anD zuiD

DRooGDoKKen
MetRoPoLItAn PARK AnD A PLAce to WAnDeR

FLOOD PROTECTION
■

Droogdokkeneiland is a pivotal link between the city and the harbour. The Royerssluis lock gives access to the seaport and the Albert
Canal, and Kattendijksluis lock gives access to the old docks on Het
Eilandje. However, Droogdokkeneiland is at least equally determined
by its special place in the curve of the river Scheldt, from which you
have an excellent view of the city and the river.
This site has all assets to become an impressive metropolitan park
which links up with the green area of Noordkasteel at the other
side of Royerssluis. It can become a meeting place for the city during special events. At other times it will be an empty space where
residents can come to get a breath of fresh air. In the future there
may be room for a particular function, but this should certainly not
be decided in a hurry.

■

The Belvedere near Kattendijksluis is made of concrete and sheet
piling, and can be easily raised without impacting the quay wall.
The natural riverbank in this zone is raised to Sigma height by
means of a natural embankment with a gentle downward
slope towards the water. This flood protection solution emphasises the boundaries and transitions between three spheres: the
ever changing experience of a tidal riverbank, the atmosphere of
a metropolitan park and the cultural discovery of the harbour’s
history.
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KAttenDIJKSLUIS AnD RIJnKAAI
neW cItY FRont FoR Het eILAnDJe

FLOOD PROTECTION
■

This area, located exactly along the curve of the river Scheldt, extends
between the locks at Kattendijksluis and Bonapartesluis. Het Eilandje,
a former port area, is currently being transformed into a new city
quarter. The old docks now function as oversized water squares
and are characterised by low-density development. New building
envelopes on the Scheldt quays can provide more structural coherence with Het Eilandje. The additional buildings on the quays are to
constitute a new city front which needs to remain low, however, so
that the new landmarks of the Museum aan de Stroom (MAS) and
the Westkaai tower blocks stand out well.
As this neighbourhood is primarily oriented towards the inner
docks, the flood protection will be located close to the river. The
space behind the flood protection will be raised slightly in order
to form an urban balcony offering a panoramic view of the river.
At the other side of the flood protection, the quay’s edge will be
restored with cobblestones, bollards, rails and cranes.

■

Integrated flood protection wall in buildings. The buildings
from the new building envelopes constitute a uniform front
emphasising the elegant line of Rijnkaai.
Mobile flood protection wall with gently sloping surface.
This type is suitable for the connecting roads between the city
and the quays. The sloping surface towards the city provides the
greater part of the elevation while the mobile flood protection
wall, which is closed only in case of danger of flooding, provides
additional height. This way, the visual connection with the river
Scheldt is preserved.
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sint-anDries anD zuiD

BonAPARteDoK AnD LooDSWeZen
An IntIMAte tIDAL GARDen AnD A StoP FoR WAteR
tRAnSPoRt
The surroundings of Bonapartedok and the Loodswezen pilotage
office are a clear pivotal link between the central quay area and
Het Eilandje. Different roads and neighbourhoods converge here,
and the city opens up to the east. The closed Bonapartesluis lock,
Bonapartedok and the MAS museum break the continuity of the
100-metre-wide quay strip. Consequently, the surroundings of
Loodswezen, which requires a new function after the announced
move of the pilotage staff, are almost cut off from the city and constitute an intimate spot on the quays closely connected to the river.
The former Bonapartesluis lock presents itself as a perfect stop for
water transport.
The addition of a new building with a specific public function
located at right angles to the river could reinforce this urban pivot.

FLOOD PROTECTION
■

■

A mobile flood protection wall not blocking the view of the
quays from the city. This way, the line of sight from the MAS
museum between Hangar 26 and Loodswezen will not be
obstructed.
Integrated flood protection wall in buildings. The flood protection wall can be integrated into historic buildings such as
Loodswezen in a concealed manner so as to conserve the openness of the quay area.

ScHIPPeRSKWARtIeR AnD centRUM
A PeRMeABLe URBAn InFRAStRUctURe
While the historic city centre is faced with a lack of space, a huge,
unused quay area is situated between Sint-Pietersvliet and SintJansvliet. So it is logical that this area near the centre will be added
to the city as a multipurpose platform. Relocation of the flood
protection to the waterside ensures that the whole area can be
used for all sorts of activities which the city centre cannot accommodate, both outdoors and indoors (e.g. in the warehouses). The
paved quay platform makes it an ideal location for large-scale urban
activities. This urban infrastructure will be accessible from the city
up to the waterfront.
It is not advisable to maintain a barrier such as the old harbour fence
here. The essence of the design of this zone is that all superfluous
obstacles between the city and the river are removed.
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FLOOD PROTECTION
■

■

A mobile flood protection wall located close to the waterfront
and, when in ‘open’ position, entirely concealed beneath the quay
surface, apart from the fixed barrier. This relatively expensive solution is justified because this way the city and the river are safely
reunited at the very site where Antwerp was born.
An integrated flood protection wall in buildings so as to limit
the visual impact at the outside to a minimum.
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SInt-AnDRIeS AnD ZUID
oPen SPAce AnD ReFUGe

FLOOD PROTECTION
■

In case of the centuries-old, densely developed Sint-Andries neighbourhood and the more recent, fashionable and spacious Zuid area,
the quays are envisaged as a refuge: a vast, non-programmed open
space where anything is possible. The construction of an embankment close to the city ensures that the quay area can still be inundated in exceptional circumstances. As a result, it is only suitable
for temporary activities. The embankment also hides the quays
from view from the city to a large extent and thus underlines the
emptiness. The former Zuidersluis lock, made accessible by means
of a ramp, expresses a new physical connection between the city
and the river Scheldt.
On the city side, the embankment functions as the beginning of a
green strip stretching out as far as Nieuw Zuid and forming a green
corridor towards Hobokense Polder via Petroleum Zuid. This green
strip is both a boundary and a transition zone between the city and
the quays. An underground car park near Scheldestraat clears the
public space on the quays from cars.

■

An embankment with a variety of slopes. The construction
of an embankment close to the city ensures that an extensive
river-oriented area is created near the water. The gentle slopes
of the embankment are also suitable for concerts, exhibitions
and other festivities in the summer.
A combination of slopes and walls. On two specific spots, the
embankment changes into a flood protection wall behind which
various functions can be accommodated. These can include an
open gallery, a restaurant or another low-rise building.
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nIeUW ZUID
A PARK StRIP WeLL connecteD WItH tHe WAteR

FLOOD PROTECTION
■

Anything is still possible at Nieuw Zuid. This area’s unique location
needs to be upgraded by improving the connection with the water,
but the historical continuity of the wharf needs to be left intact.
In the medium term, a mixed urban expansion will be created on
this former shunting yard of the Zuidstation railway station. Architect Toyo Ito drew up a design proposal during the 1992 Stad aan
de Stroom design contest with large vistas perpendicular to the
river. The Master Plan Scheldt Quays continues along this line by
gradually raising the level of the terrain from Nieuw Zuid towards
the river. The flood protection will not be higher than a parapet so
that residents and visitors to Nieuw Zuid are able to enjoy a beautiful view of the river Scheldt.
The green dike body near Sint-Andries and Zuid becomes a real park
strip with possibly a limited number of indoor functions. As a result,
the new urban expansion will be better integrated into the inner city.

An embankment near the river and a gentle slope, slightly
descending towards the city. This allows for the expansion of
the new residential area over the quay surface almost up to the
river Scheldt.

PetRoLeUM ZUID
WAteR-ReLAteD ActIVItY AnD A GReen coRRIDoR
toWARDS HoBoKenSe PoLDeR
Not all economic activity is banned from the quay area. At Petroleum Zuid, a new logistic transshipment platform with a regional
water-related distribution centre reorientates the former seaport
activities in this area towards inland navigation.
The green corridor across the industrial estate connects the Nieuw
Zuid park and Groene Singel green area with the Hobokense Polder
nature reserve.
The envisioned new football stadium at the tip of Petroleum Zuid
will preferably be built at right angles to the river.
Although the relocation of the oil industry, which is still active, will
not take place in the near future, the Petroleumpier jetty with its
splendid view of Antwerp should be given appropriate attention.
In the long run, this site could become a stately end point of the
quays as a pole of attraction and an outpost of the city.

petroleum zuiD

FLOOD PROTECTION
■

■

A mooring strip at Sigma height. Water-related activities are
possible on the quay section for the new logistics platform. The
difference in height is virtually imperceptibly overcome by means
of a slope that gently descends from the quay surface towards
the hinterland.
An embankment sloping down to the water can be created
by raising the existing embankment to the required level or by
constructing a new one. The tides will be perceptible in this
green zone.

MASTERPLAN SCHELDEKAAIEN

nieuw zuiD

ACTIVE HARBOUR

MOBILITY

existing quay wall

city edge car park

new quay infrastructure

short-stay car park

reopening of Kattendijksluis lock

car traffic

public water transport

existing tram network

HISTORICAL HERITAGE AND ARCHAEOLOGY
to be preserved: - buildings
- construction above
the quay level
- surface/zone
- linear element
- archaeology/
subsoil
to be evaluated
NEW FLOOD PROTECTION
new fixed flood protection
new mobile flood protection

dedicated tramway
mixed tramway
regional bicycle track
bicycle tunnel
possible extension
PUBLIC SPACE AND IMAGE QUALITY
ecological area / naturality
quay / portuarity
urban space / urbanity
green structures
QUAY PROGRAMMES
new landmark
search zone
building envelope

L EGEN D
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TH E M ASTER PL AN
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Montevideowijk e
de Londen-Amst

S1

DetAILeD DeSIGnS AS A SPAtIAL eXeRcISe
The master plan also aims to implement the design vision and general
principles, and illustrates them by means of several detailed designs
spread over the quay area.
S2

The exploratory design includes material which paints a clear and
detailed picture of what the Scheldt quays may look like in the future.
S2 might be interpreted incorrectly, namely
This part of the master plan
as an elaborate plan ready to be implemented. Yet this is not the
intention. The exploratory design in the master plan is essentially an
investigation. It is intended to be an example and therefore does not
establish a final design. It investigates possible concrete developments
of subprojects within the scope of the general framework and ambitions concerning the zones. Later on, these can be adopted by future
designers as suggestions, when the final subplans are drawn up. At the
same time, the exploratory design specifies the interpretation of the
master plan’s general framework as well as the degrees of freedom. As
‘research’ the detailed designs demonstrate that the proposals in the
master plan are realistic and achievable in practice. The detailed plans,
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cross sections, sketches and perspectives show the consequences of
the proposals from the master plan very concretely.
This exploratory design is a logical step in a thought process starting
from abstract concepts for a kilometres-long area and resulting in
detailed guidelines for the choice of materials etc. It would be wrong
to assume that the designers always started from an abstract mental
framework to eventually arrive at concrete details. The process was
far more complex. There was continuous interaction between both,
characterised by simultaneous thinking and working at all levels of
scale. For instance, the general framework directed the exploratory
design while, conversely, the detailed spatial exercises from the
exploratory design often functioned as a feasibility test and basis for
the general framework and the development of the zones.
The exploratory design explores all sorts of possibilities from north
to south. In some cases it concerns an investigation covering an
entire zone, e.g. the quay area of Sint-Andries and Zuid, while in other

TH E M ASTER PL AN – EXPLOR ATORY D ES I GN

langssnede 1
de publieke ruim
gebouw. Zo on
langssnede
1(
montevideowijk
de publieke ruim
gebouw. Zo on
montevideowijk

langssnede 2

langssnede 2 (

ONTWE

ONTWE

InteGRAtIon oF tHe FLooD PRotectIon
cases the transition between two zones is investigated. In some cases
it concerns a specific building on the quays, while in other cases it
concerns building envelopes for future developments or the design
of the public space.
As a result, the visual material in the ‘exploratory design’ component
of the master plan is highly varied. For example, a three-dimensional
model is suitable for an investigation into building volumes, in which
case materials are not the first concern, while the choice of materials
and formal principles are dealt with to a great extent in an investigation into the renovation of the public space.
To give an idea of the diversity of the research materials used, several
themes dealt with in the exploratory design are listed below, each
with their accompanying visual research techniques.

A good integration of the new flood protection into the urban
landscape is a point of particular interest in the master plan.
Cross sections are chiefly used to investigate this issue. They are an
excellent tool to visualise the barrier effect of the flood protection
as well as all possible solutions.
Exploratory design provides various solutions for different zones,
such as mobile or fixed, or integrated into an embankment or building. The specific context in the field determines the eventual choice.
The urban platform at Londen-Amsterdamstraat in the bottom
left-hand corner is such an example. The problem there was: how
should the flood protection be integrated into an urban balcony
and into the adjacent buildings so as to preserve the view of the
harbour cranes, moored ships and marina?
Near the Schipperskwartier neighbourhood, the problem of possible transitions between the city and the flood protection and
between the flood protection and the quays presented itself, as well
as the question how the fixed barrier of the mobile flood protection
wall could be integrated into elements such as street furniture or
observation platforms. The image below illustrates this.
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InteRSPAce BetWeen tHe cItY AnD tHe RIVeR

m: uitgeruste overgangsbuffer en meer natuurlijk groen

Referentiebeelden

sfeerbeeld 2: uitgerust groen park met hoge draagcapaciteit (concerten, festival,...)

In the case of certain areas in the quay strip, an appropriate character
was sought for the space that constitutes the transition zone between
the city and the river.
Droogdokkeneiland is an interesting example in this respect. The
specific research question for this area was: how do we combine
three different spheres in one park, namely harbour (the industrial/
archaeological site of the dry docks), city (layout of an urban park)
and nature (making the tides perceptible by the riverside)?

detail snede: kleinschalige parkinfrastructuur
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sfeerbeeld 1: groene zones in de intermediaire zone, onderhevig aan een wisselend waterpeil, met
wandelpaden en verbindingen naar de eilandjes.

ONTWERPEND ONDERZOEK - Droogdokkenpark

LocAtIon oF neW BUILDInGS
As far as new building volumes on the quays are concerned, the
exploratory design focuses on issues such as the optimal position
within the area, the preservation of views or vistas, guidelines as to
construction height, building lines and the delineation of certain
perspectives or walking routes.
Especially 3D simulations are used within this context. This technique
is an excellent tool for investigating volume effects and the impact of
new buildings on the surroundings.
The two 3D sketches above explore the connection between possible new constructions on the quays and the existing urban tissue
in Montevideowijk, once with preservation of the existing buildings of Waagnatie and Hangar 26, once without. The investigation
checks whether any new constructions may block the view of the
MAS museum, the Westkaai tower blocks or Loodswezen.
The 3D sketch below shows the possible location of a new football
stadium in Petroleum Zuid, leaving out one of the stands for an optimum connection to the river.

detail
snede:for
terreinmodulaties
naar een natuurlijke oever
Mainly maps and atmospheric images are
used
this typeals
oftransitie
research.
In the case of the metropolitan Droogdokkenpark, the map shows
three distinct areas: an urbanised area suitable for intensive use, an
intermediate area with park layout and a tidal area with raised footpaths between small natural and artificial islands. The atmospheric
images illustrate the urban park and the intermediate area.

sfeerbeeld 2: uitgerust groen park met hoge draagcapaciteit (concerten, festival,...)

cHoIce oF MAteRIALS FoR tHe PUBLIc SPAce

tHe MASteR PLAn, An oPeRAtIonAL PLAn

concerning the choice of materials, image quality and the layout of
the public space on the quays. They are often used as a source of
inspiration to specify a desired look and feel.
An additional advantage is that reference images enable the reader
(policy maker, citizen or designer) to visualise certain elements in
the master plan without the need for designers of the master plan
to design this in detail.

will be phased in space and time. On that account, the appendix
of the master plan is an operational framework which indicates
logical units for the implementation as well as the spatial preconditions under which certain subprojects can be developed. It is
thereby possible to define a phasing strategy according to which
subprojects can be specified that take priority and that can begin
in the short term.

gestelde bomen aan de straatzijde worden gepaatst
de voorgestelde bomen aan de parkzijde groeien zonder
uitgebreid grasland / weide voorzien op een hoge bezettingsgraad
n verticaal geleidingssysteem
voor deare
wortels
beperkingen
Reference images
a useful instrument
for the exploratory design
It is inevitable that the realisation of this large-scale city project

By way of illustration, we refer to the above-mentioned example of
For each zone, a file has been prepared that collects the principal
Droogdokkenpark with its three distinct spheres (harbour, city, nature).
figures, the zone-specific preconditions per general guideline
houdsvriendelijk parkmeubilair, voornamelijk voorzien in droog gebied, dat tegemoet kan komen aan de noden van de bezoekers
de verlichting
het park zouand
eenthat,
intiemere
sfeer moeten creëren,
These are translated into a wide spectrum of materials ranging from
and the ambition regarding
eachvan
subproject,
whenever
n, drinkfonteinen, vuilbakken, borden ...), wanneer voorzien in het nat gebied moeten deze mobiel of waterbestendig zijn
zonder de veiligheid van de gebruikers uit het oog te verliezen
industrial and urban to natural.
possible or desired, indicates guiding principles as to maximum
building envelopes, building lines etc.
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Finally, all exploratory design conducted per zone is collected into
one clear synthesis image. This results in seven digital pictures of the
future, one per zone. These 3D cross sections provide the answers to
all important design questions that were asked in the master plan,
e.g. as to the flood protection, the relationship between the city and
the water, buildings, materials and atmosphere.
By way of illustration, you can see an isometric perspective of the
zone Nieuw Zuid.

MASTERPLAN SCHELDEKAAIEN

SYntHeSIS IMAGe

Nevertheless, the operational framework only establishes what
is really necessary. After all, the master plan provides for a certain
degree of flexibility as to future needs, demands and opportunities.
Of course, the various pieces of the puzzle need to fit so that the
coherence of the whole is ensured. This operational component
therefore offers a framework to preserve the continuity and the
spatial quality of the quay area within an indefinite and phased
process. For instance, the fixed axes for road, tramway, bicycle track
and flood protection, together with the road cross sections and
the schematic cross sections of the flood protection constitute the
necessary framework to ensure that the different subprojects link
up with each other perfectly.
As a result, the Master Plan Scheldt Quays is an implementationoriented plan that can be used as a guideline for a long period,
even under unpredictable and changing insights and conditions.
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SINT-ANDRIES AND ZUID AS A TEST CASE
The design of the zone near the neighbourhoods of Sint-Andries and Zuid
was designated as a pilot project for the reconstruction of the Scheldt quays.
The design assignment for this project was entrusted to the authors of the
master plan, the partnership between PROAP, WIT-Architecten and d-recta,
who were given the opportunity to be the first to put the approved master
plan to trial.

A LO O K A H E A D
The rough draft of the detailed plan for this zone was presented to the public
during ten participation sessions in the spring of 2010. The collected remarks
and suggestions were presented to the designers at the information day
regarding the final master plan on 28 March 2010.
This first implementation project illustrates how a specific zone can be laid
out concretely on the basis of the framework developed in the master plan.
It indicates how the designers intend to design the quay strip along SintAndries and Zuid and shows their principal points of departure.
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A LooK AHeAD
BETWEEN CITY AND RIVER
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A SLoPInG DIKe LAnDScAPe

tHe QUAY AReA AS A ReFUGe

As set out in the master plan, the flood protection near Sint-Andries
and Zuid will be shaped like an embankment close to the city side.
During the participation process, many people expressed their concern as to the direct view of the river being blocked. For safety reasons it is impossible, however, to provide mobile flood protection
solutions over the entire length of the Scheldt quays. Logically, the
decision was made to use the available length of mobile flood protection mainly in the zones Schipperskwartier and Centrum, where
the connection between the river Scheldt and the historic centre of
the city is being restored.
The proposed dike construction near Sint-Andries and Zuid creates
a new and improved relationship with the river Scheldt. A panoramic view of the city and the river unfolds from a gently sloping
embankment. The footpath does not follow a straight line but runs
along various places such as green play and sitting areas near the
Sint-Andries neighbourhood, stands overlooking the river Scheldt,
and an observation platform close to the river.
Obvious connections lead from the neighbourhood to the embankment and subsequently to the river Scheldt; this is currently impossible due to the position of the old harbour fence and the concrete
flood protection wall.

The design of the embankment integrates the
public space in front of and behind the flood
protection. The location of the dike close to the
city ensures that a large open space is created
near the water. This space preserves its maritime
character and an atmosphere of solitude which
was highly valued during the participation sessions. The existing cobblestones will be reused
as paving material. The existing crane rails will
be preserved, and it will remain possible for
large vessels to moor at the bollards along the
‘blue stone’. As the area can still be inundated,
only temporary activities can be programmed
here, such as cultural and sports events. It goes
without saying that anyone may use this open
space as they see fit, and this at all times.

DeSIGn oF SInt-AnDRIeS AnD ZUID

“You should be able to say:
‘I’m going to the Quays
for a day’…”
contAct WItH tHe WAteR

The current road in the area between the dike body and
the building façades is to be reshaped so that traffic and
living can be better combined. A future tram connection
between north and south is to be taken into account when
the road profile is widened.
A wide bicycle track and promenade run between the
dike body and the road and tramway. The interconnected
embankment slopes are laid out as stretches of grass with
scattered trees. These recreational areas are to be fitted
with benches and playground equipment.
The new southern car park is situated under the dike body
and the quay area. The main pedestrian exit is located near
the archaeological remains of the bulwark of Sint-Michiels,
excavated during a preliminary archaeological investigation in the summer of 2010. These remains are proposed
to be integrated as relics into the car park.

A LooK AHeAD

At the former Zuidersluis lock a sloping surface is designed
where people can come close to the water and even touch
it. Since the quay wall is preserved over the entire length
of the Scheldt quays, such physical contact is only possible on spots where the wall is interrupted. In this respect
Zuidersluis is a unique site along the Scheldt quays. At this
location, the embankment transforms into a wall to which
a low-rise building strip with urban functions is linked.
Space is also reserved here for an architectural landmark:
a construction on pillars at the beginning of the sloping
surface with room for a cultural function in the future.

PARKInG UnDeR A GReen RoAD
PRoFILe
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TOWARDS IMPLEMENTATION

A L OO K A H E A D

The development of the design for the quays along Sint-Andries and Zuid
is the first step towards the implementation of the ambition set out in the
master plan with regard to the Scheldt quays.

BETWEEN CITY AND RIVER
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As soon as the Flemish government and the city of Antwerp have come to
a concrete arrangement as to the implementation of the master plan, the
preparation of detailed designs per zone can start. In view of the current
progress of the process, the final design for the zone along Sint-Andries
and Zuid is expected to be completed in 2012.
Separate design competitions are to be organised for every other
subproject. The master plan for the Scheldt quays should always be used
as a guideline and fundamental touchstone by the subsequent designers.
The layout of Droogdokkenpark is the second implementation-oriented
subproject to be started up after Sint-Andries and Zuid. A design
competition was organised for that purpose in 2011.
In all, the entire reconstruction of the quays will take over ten years,
comprising the implementation of various subprojects.
As has been indicated above, the reconstruction is a particularly complex
operation that will take place in different phases. In addition, the
implementation process of these phased works is connected with other
planned large-scale works in Antwerp such as the redevelopment of
Petroleum Zuid, the construction of the new Antwerp football stadium,
phase two of the development at Het Eilandje, the mobility issue and the
development of a new mixed urban expansion at Nieuw Zuid.

“A promenade and bicycle track
lined with nice trees like a
Spanish sea front.”

A L OO K A H E A D
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